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Kelsey Snowdon

Kelsey snowdon - magic

G - Dadd11 - Em - Cadd9| 

G                     Dadd11
Get a cab and take it far as you can pay
Em                    Cadd9
Don t let me know where it goes
G                     Dadd11
I m alone now, and I m happier this way
Em                    Cadd9
It wasn t worth what I had lost

    Cadd9
And I 
      G
Won t follow you
    Em
Oh I m
      Dadd11
Gonna pull through

    Cadd9
Cuz this 
       G
It s so hard
       Em
To get through
       Dadd11
But I have to

   Cadd9
We were oh so tragic
   G
We are not magic    
   Em                      Dadd11     
We were not the sky but we are blue

   Cadd9
We were not perfect
   G
Always seemed to hurt it
   Em                         Dadd11 
Oh we should have just know to give up

    Cadd9             G



Now I have a story to tell
    Em                 Dadd11
Cuz you put me through hell
          Cadd9
We re not magic

G                     Dadd11
Imagination kept us stuck the way we were
Em                    Cadd9
We lived something that s just not true
G                     Dadd11
I can t pretend that this ain t happening again
Em                    Cadd9
Because I know it s not just you

    Cadd9
And I 
      G
Won t follow you
    Em
Oh I m
      Dadd11
Gonna pull through

    Cadd9
Cuz this 
       G
It s so hard
       Em
To get through
       Dadd11
But I have to

   Cadd9
We were oh so tragic
   G
We are not magic    
   Em                      Dadd11     
We were not the sky but we are blue

   Cadd9
We were not perfect
   G
Always seemed to hurt it
   Em                         Dadd11 
Oh we should have just know to give up

    Cadd9             G
Now I have a story to tell
    Em                 Dadd11
Cuz you put me through hell



Em
I know what you ll say
Cadd9
Stay, Stay, Stay with me
  G                     Dadd11
I wanna believe you but I don t

Em
I know what you ll say
Cadd9
Stay, Stay, Stay with me
  G                     Dadd11
I wanna believe you but I don t

G                     Dadd11
Get a cab and take it far as you can pay
Em                    Cadd9
Don t let me know where it goes

   Cadd9
We were oh so tragic
   G
We are not magic    
   Em                      Dadd11     
We were not the sky but we are blue

   Cadd9
We were not perfect
   G
Always seemed to hurt it
   Em                         Dadd11 
Oh we should have just know to give up

    Cadd9             G
Now I have a story to tell
    Em                 Dadd11
Cuz you put me through hell
          Cadd9
We re not magic


